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Agenda

• Drill
• The training objectives of drill are to perform all the movements in 

accordance with the standards in FM 22-Citadel.  The outcomes have to do 
with teamwork, esprit de corps, discipline, and attention to detail.

• PT
• The training objectives associated with physical fitness relate to doing certain 

exercises in a certain way. The overarching training outcome of physical 
fitness is for each cadet to adopt a healthy lifestyle. The conduct of 
Regimental PT promotes outcomes associated with devoting maximum effort, 
overcoming adversity, building resiliency, being easy to lead, and leading and 
developing others. 

• Homework



Drill: Plan

• NCOs plan for drill as a specific training event and as a multi-echelon 
training event.  

• As a specific event, drill and parade practice occurs most Thursdays and actual 
parades on many Fridays and some Saturdays.  Planning for these events is 
deliberate and centralized, and leaves little flexibility for planning at the junior NCO 
level.  

• Much more available to the junior NCO is the multi-echelon drill training opportunity 
that occurs with every formation or unit movement.  The junior NCO can specifically 
plan to take advantage of the multi-echelon training opportunity on a given day or 
use the hip-pocket training method described in the How to Train manual on page 
24-25.

• Multi-echelon training allows for the simultaneous training of more than 
one echelon on different or complementary tasks.  

• For example, when a battalion conducts a formation or marches to a location, a 
squad leader or platoon sergeant can take advantage of the opportunity for multi-
echelon training by training his unit on drill and ceremony, both in ranks and while 
marching.  



Drill: Prepare

• The drillmaster should help direct drill preparations by determining 
specific areas of focus.  

• This includes analyzing the results from the last parade on the Commandant’s 
webpage at http://www.citadel.edu/root/operations-and-training/parade-results
and determining unique aspects of the upcoming parade such as the manual of arms 
or a jeep review.  

• The drillmaster should pass this information through the chain of command IAW the 
1/3-2/3 rule.  

• NCOs should incorporate these focus areas into hip-pocket training leading up to the 
drill session.

• The drillmaster should work with the company commander and 1SG to 
identify specific cadets who will be assistant trainers and provide feedback 
and make corrections during the drill session.

http://www.citadel.edu/root/operations-and-training/parade-results


Drill: Execute

• During the conduct of an actual drill session, NCOs must ensure the movements 
are being performed to standard.  

• Too often, the commander gives orders and the cadets execute them in haphazard fashion.
• An action is being performed, but it is often not in accordance with the standard.  
• The result is that cadets are being trained on how to do the movements incorrectly, rather 

than correctly.  
• Instead, when rifle manual is being trained during a drill period, the drillmaster and other 

designated cadets must pass through the ranks and inspect and make corrections.  
• The training must be conducted at a pace that allows these corrections to be made. 

• During practice parade and drill periods, cadets should softly count the numbers 
associated with each rifle movement in order to help synchronize the company.  

• While marching, cadets should give rifle corrections on the cadet in front on them 
such as (e.g., “butt left,” and “butt in”). 



Drill: Assess

• Formal assessment of parade results is published on the 
Commandant’s webpage at http://www.citadel.edu/root/operations-
and-training/parade-results.  

• Battalion CSMs and 1SGs can replicate this same type of assessment 
at formations by developing a checklist to grade performance.

http://www.citadel.edu/root/operations-and-training/parade-results


PT: Plan
• Planning for Regimental Physical Training begins with the Regimental Athletics 

Officer disseminating the schedule for which units are on Summerall Field first, 
which are running first, which are in Deas Hall, and which are on Wilson Field.   

• Based on this information, Battalion and Company Athletic Officers make their 
plans and distribute them.  

• When Athletic Officers make their plans, they are making them in accordance 
with guidance issued them by their commanders and in consultation with senior 
NCOs about unit physical training needs. 

• The unit plans should include identifying the trainer, and that will usually be an 
NCO.

• A typical company PT plan for a cardio session might look like:
• O530-0535.  Jog to unit location on Summerall Field and form extended rectangular 

formation.  Cadet Jones
• 0535-0545.  Prep Drills 1-10.  10 reps each.  Cadet Jones
• 0545-0558.  MMD 1.  Cadet Smith 
• 0558-0600.  Form up into ability groups.  1SG
• 0600-0630.  Ability group runs.  Cadet Roberts (fast group), Cadet Johnson (medium group), 

Cadet Franklin (slow group)



PT: Prepare
• Based on the plan, each NCO will prepare for his designated 

responsibilities.  
• Based on the sample plan on the previous slide, such preparations would 

include:
• Jones: Rehearsing the commands for the extended rectangular formation, rehearsing 

cadence calling; rehearsing each prep drill; designating, briefing, and rehearsing 
assistant instructors; backbriefing the 1SG

• Smith: Rehearsing each drill in MMD; designating, briefing, and rehearsing assistant 
instructors; backbriefing the 1SG

• 1SG: Verifying the ability group rosters and passing the names on to the group 
leaders; ensuring each group leader knows the pace for his or her group; issuing 
guidance on straggler control; issuing uniform guidance

• Ability group leaders: Reconning routes and establishing time hacks to ensure proper 
pace; identifying straggler control and cadence calling personnel



PT: Execute 

• Execution must address both training objectives and outcomes.  
• Cadet PT leaders will encounter training problems associated with 

both skill and will, but perhaps the most vexing are the ones involving 
will.  

• PT leaders must be prepared to handle willful non-compliance such as not 
performing exercises to standard, not obeying commands, and not being easy 
to lead.  

• The leader should be able to rely on his or her assistant instructors for much 
of this correction, but needs to be ready to intervene as necessary.  



PT: Execute 
• Another execution challenge is accountability, especially controlling 

stragglers on the run.  
• The standard for a group run is for the cadet to remain with the unit over the 

prescribed course at the prescribed pace.  PT leaders need to enforce that standard.  
• When a cadet starts to fall behind, a designated member of the straggler control 

team will assess the situation.  If there is a medical issue, he or she will ensure the 
cadet is properly cared for.  If the cadet just needs some encouragement, he or she 
will provide that. 

• If at some point it becomes apparent that the cadet will not be able to keep pace 
with the group, the straggler control team member will instruct him or her what to 
do before rejoining the company at accountability formation.  

• The straggler control NCO will keep accountability of all cadets who leave the 
formation and regularly report the status to the group leader.  

• No cadet should leave the formation, for example to go to the bathroom, without 
checking out with the straggler control NCO and receiving specific instructions.



PT: Assess
• Assessment of training objectives and outcomes occurs during and after execution.  During 

execution, designated NCOs and assistant instructors assess individual cadet performance based on 
the training standard and provide positive and negative reinforcement as necessary.  Senior NCOs 
and officers also assess PT leaders in the performance of their duties and provide feedback during 
and after execution.  Assessment includes reporting data on cadets who fail to meet the standard 
and developing the necessary plan of action for skill and will deficiencies.

• Assessment can be formal or informal, but most cadet companies could benefit from a little more 
formalized assessment of Regimental PT.  The Athletics Officer and 1SG should lead the assessment 
effort.  Assessment is often facilitated by a checklist.  A sample checklist for assessing the exercises 
on Summerall Field might look like:

• Date: 
• Plan: 
• Assessor:
• Trainer:
• Assistant:
• General adherence to plan:.
• Preparation:
• Performance of exercises:.  
• Leadership:
• Followership:  
• Recommendation:  



Homework

• CSMs: Write a battalion SOP for how formations will be evaluated as 
part of a battalion competition

• 1SGs: Write a company SOP for how accountability will be maintained 
before, during, and after Regimental PT

• Email copies to me, your TAC, and your commander
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